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ABSTRACT
As the use of Local Area Networks (LANs) has spread through
organizations from home offices to the largest enterprises, more
people than ever face the bandwidth problems associated with shared-
media environments such as Ethernet. Moreover, some of the most
publicized new 1OO-Mbitlsec technology doesn't get at the crux of the
Ethernet congestion problem -- contention for the shared media.
LAN switches are growing in popularity because the switches help
reduce or eliminate the collisions and frame rebroadcast that degrade
Ethernet LAN performance. Switches, however, cost much more than
passive hubs or the simple coax bus used in many LAN installations.
In fact, switch use has been most popular in the largest corporations.
Communication system designers must understand all aspects of
switch design so that they can offer a range of product offerings at
different price points. Unfortunately, the low-cost, widely-available
Integrated Circuits (ICs) used to implement the single-port LAN
interface in workstations or passive hubs aren't cost effective for use
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in multi-port active LAN switches. Therefore, new Very Large Scale
Integration (VLSI) technology is also required to further reduce the
cost of switching technology and make the switches available to a
wider customer base.
viii
INTRODUCTION
Ethernet has come a long way from the early days of bus topologies
using shared coaxial media. The computers were strung together
primarily for providing mainframe data access and dumb terminal
interfaces. These LANs were unreliable since they had no
management components. It was hard to isolate and debug a problem
on the LAN since multiple vendors packages didn1t always
interoperate well.
To solve these problems the computing community worked together
and devised the 10BaseT Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) derivative that took
advantage of both the more easily managed star topology and utilizing
lower-cost, twisted-pair cabling. This also provided a means for
products to interoperate better, since all they had to do was conform to
a standard.
The star topology allowed for a multipoint Hub box to connect and
manage the devices and resources on the network. This managed
network eased the administrative overhead of connecting users and
1
resources, and also helped for locating and debugging problems.
Software for the management of the LAN became readily available for
different hubs on the market. Now you didn't have to be a technical
guru to set up and maintain a network. The Hub would also boost the
signaling on the cable, by use of a repeater, providing for additional
users and resources to be put on the network.
Unmanaged
Network
Managed Network
Figure 1: Legacy LANs
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Both, coax and 10BaseT Ethernet installations (Legacy LANs), share
the same problem as the number of nodes increases -- bandwidth
limitations. Both topologies rely on shared media and use collision
detection and rebroadcast techniques as a media-access scheme. As
the number of users on a network grows more collisions occur causing
more data packets to be broadcast multiple times thereby resulting in
degraded performance. In Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision
Detect (CSMA/CD) when two frames collide each station must backoff
and retry later, which creates more stations queuing to get a clear line
to transmit [1].
Media contention problems aren't unique to Ethernet either. Even
token-passing schemes such as Token Ring (IEEE 802.5) suffer from
bandwidth problems as the number of users grows and loading
increases. Token Ring network control methodology is where all
devices on a LAN communicate with all other devices in a
predetermined sequence. A message must be passed back to the
originating device on the ring, and an acknowledge from the device
that the message was intended in order for it to be destroyed.
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The Battle to Higher Bandwidth
There are four primary areas that are available to increase the
throughput of a LAN network, listed as follows:
• Fast Ethernet
• 100 BaseT, IEEE 802.3
• 100 Mbps
• 100 VG-AnyLAN
• IEEE 802.12
• 100 Mbps
• Switched Ethernet
• 10 BaseT, IEEE 802.3
• 10 Mbps
• Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
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• ATM Forum
• 25 - 155 Mbps
The first three are discussed in more detail. ATM is being developed
to handle real-time voice, video, and data traffic while maintaining
quality, as discussed in [2]. Techniques to interconnect to the large
population of existing Legacy LAN networks via software emulation
are improving [3]. However, ATM was not added here since it seems
to be a future capability still requiring standardization and lacking
resolution for backward compatibility to Legacy LANs.
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New 1OO-Mbitlsec Technology
One way to increase performance in a LAN is to move to faster
communication schemes. The ongoing 1OOBaseT and 100VG efforts,
for example, are both techniques that extend Ethernet transmission
speed from 10 Mbits/sec to 100 Mbits/sec. This is accomplished by
widening the data transmission pipe and increasing the frequency.
100 Base T (IEEE 802.3)
This approach was handled by increasing the frequency, but
maintaining all the MAC (Medium Access Controller) protocol
compatibility with existing 10 BaseT. It has been touted as Fast
Ethernet. However this so called '802.3 standard' has some migration
issues to contend with. The fast hubs are limited to a distance of 5
meters. This reduces the ease of migration issue, since 10 BaseT
hubs can span greater distances than 5 meters. To upgrade to a 100
BaseT network a 10 BaseT internetworking topology may likely need
reconfiguration. Also, there are some concerns as to the 100 Mbps
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performance, since it is still a collision based protocol (using
CSMNCD). Performance of this protocol has recently been
characterized to show channel throughput [4].
Commercially this product is selling to solve bandwidth problems,
although it has some drawbacks in network topology, wiring, and being
collision based. It is gaining market share, since the leaders in the
market, 3Com, SMC, Intel, Bay Networks, and Cabletron are
promoting products based on this technology [5].
100VG-AnyLAN (IEEE 802.12)
There's two primary distinctions of this 100 Mbps technology, it uses
demand priority and supports token-ring. Demand priority is
implemented in the Hub. It permits a two level demand priority polling
scheme where higher priority requests for data transfers can be
serviced to guarantee a timely response. Collisions are removed from
the network via the round robin polling of the Hub to all the nodes. The
7
bandwidth is increased because the Hub insures that there are no
collisions.
The transceivers developed for this purpose can sense when a device
needs servicing by constantly listening to the tones on the
transmission lines from the nodes. There are several different tones to
show the status of the node. The node could be in idle, high priority
request, low priority request, training, or data transfer [6].
round robin polling
nodes
Figure 2: 100 VG Hub using round robin polling
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100VG technology is great for real-time and multimedia applications
because of the above two factors [7]. Products built using this
approach can be sold into new applications where there isn't an
existing legacy LAN. There is a niche market that needs a good and
inexpensive solution for real-time and multimedia support [8]. Only
Hewlett Packard and Compaq offer products in this technology.
Unfortunately, faster data transfers don't get at the crux of the shared-
media limitations. Faster speeds are invaluable as enablers for
applications requiring rich media streams such as compressed digital
video. But faster speeds alone don't eliminate congestion on the
shared media and this congestion degrades performance regardless
of maximum data transfer speed [9].
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Switches Reduce Media Contention
Despite the hype afforded 1OO-Mbit/sec and faster network
technologies, ethernet switches are proving to be a better solution for
maximizing available LAN bandwidth. Switches help eliminate the
collisions and frame rebroadcast that slash the bandwidth available to
each node in any enterprise wide LAN with more than a handful of
nodes.
LAN switches have soared in popularity recently because they directly
address the crux of LAN bandwidth limitations --contention for the
shared media [10]. While the widely-publicized new 100-Mbitlsec
technologies excel at moving rich data streams, switches allow the
existing 10-Mbit/sec 10BaseT LAN infrastructure to effectively support
more users. In most corporate environments, 1O-Mbit/sec switches are
a much better investment than 100-Mbit/sec shared-media upgrades
(i.e. Fast Ethernet). Moreover, some switches can support both 10-
Mbit/sec and 1OO-Mbit/sec technology, thereby providing an upgrade
path for the switch installation.
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Two types of switches -- frame switches and segment switches -- exist
that network administrators can use separately or together to
maximize the bandwidth available to each node. Both solve bandwidth
limitations by reducing the size of the collision or media-contention
domain in which each node exists. Frame switches provide virtual
dedicated circuits between nodes -- essentially a private collision
domain. Segment switches allow the network administrator to segment
the shared enterprise-wide LAN in such a way that collisions are
reduced to an acceptable level.
Dedicated or switched networks offer several significant advantages to
LANs:
• Faster - the sender can be certain that their message has been
received as soon as they are finished sending it.
• Security - the data message travels over a defined path from
sender to receiver, unless deliberately wiretapped the message is
relatively secure from being seen by unintended recipients.
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• Reliable - because the two ends are connected by a datapath or
circuit, the data is controlled.
Frame Switches
Frame switches are descendants of the telephone switch. Historically
in the telephony world, a series of switches maintained a direct
physical connection between two parties for the entire duration of a
call. Today, voice conversations are actually digitized and multiplexed
through switching systems. In either case, the connected parties have
the full use of the bandwidth supported by the twisted-pair telephone
wire during the call.
A switch that could establish a dedicated link between any two nodes
on a network would be ideal but impractical. The cost of a true circuit
switch would be prohibitive [11]. Moreover, a LAN switch requires a
clean way to handle data that is broadcast to groups of destination
nodes. And since data flow on an Ethernet LAN is broken into packets
12
or frames, a pure circuit switch isn't required to effectively boost
capacity.
In a frame switching environment, each workstation or node connects
directly to one port of the switch. The workstation Ethernet interface
operates just as if it were connected to a shared-media 10BaseT
topology, except, the dedicated switch port eliminates collisions. The
workstation node can broadcast a data frame anytime it is ready. The
frame switch is responsible for receiving the data frame and sending
the frame to the appropriate destination node at full wire speed (10
Mbits/sec, for example in a 1OBaseT Ethernet LAN).
Consequently, if you assume that five devices are connected to a
frame switch vs. a regular hub, you get five times the bandwidth of the
wire. With the ability of each node to send and receive data anytime it
is ready, the network bandwidth is no longer an issue. This is
accommodated in the frame switch by using flow control and deep
buffering fifos. A thoughtful FIFO design technique is essential to the
switch and is discussed in [12]. Unlike a historical telephone you won't
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get a busy signal. Switches are designed to dynamically route traffic in
response to congestion patterns.
Segment Switch
Segment switching (also called port switching or port mobility) takes a
different tact to solve the bandwidth problem. Rather than eliminating
the shared-media scheme of connecting nodes, segment switches
attempt to reduce collisions to an acceptable level by breaking the
overall network into smaller segments or collision domains.
The multiple segments that comprise the enterprise wide LAN are
connected by a bridge or router (these days often called a brouter).By
isolating the segments the number of collisions is reduced since there
are less stations on a segment, thus improving the networks overall
throughput. The ultimate segmentation occurs when the number of
segments is half the number of ports. This point-to-point port link on
each segment provides the full 10 Mbps bandwidth to nodes.
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In a segment switching environment, the nodes connected on each
segment still rely on shared media and collision detection (CSMA/CD).
But the system administrator ideally defines the segments so that most
of the traffic on each segment is local to the segment. The localization
of traffic means that traffic from one segment doesn1t cause collisions
on the other segments. As you can see in Figure 3, the brouter
provides the connection for three different segments (a, b, and c). A
user sitting on segment-a has only two other nodes and that means
less competition for the 10 Mbps total speed available on segment-a.
In contrast, a user sitting at node 9 is sharing resources and
bandwidth with six other users.
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Figure 3: Segmentation of Enterprise LANs
Segmentation is a widely tested concept. It has been predicted that
the number of LAN segments will grow three times what exist today by
January 1997 [13]. System administrators have been segmenting
Ethernet LANs for years, albeit by manually connecting patch cords in
a wiring closet. The administrator would physically connect all
workstations within a segment to the same passive hub, and
messages between hubs would be handled by brouters.
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Historically, the downfall of segmenting LANs was the manual effort
involved. Administrators typically provide segments based on either
departmental or project-team boundaries. In today's fast-paced
business community, however, organizations change frequently.
Different project teams come and go. Peoples' roles in the
organization change constantly. These dynamics place a significant
burden on the network administrator that is trying to match LAN
segments to the organization.
Consider a team working on a new product that might include some
engineers, a marketing person, someone from accounting, a
purchasing agent, and a manufacturing engineer all needing access to
each other and common network services. Without segment switching,
different physical locales and the cost of manually wiring segments
made it impractical to physically connect the project team members
from different departments.
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A project team with regular communication needs and with members
connected to different LAN segments could increase traffic and
degrade performance throughout the corporate LAN. For example, if
the team member from accounting broadcasts a new budget to
everyone on the team, the broadcast would create traffic on all of the
segments rather than a single segment.
Remotely controllable segment switches are making management and
configuration of a segmented LAN an affordable and effective choice.
The segment switch algorithm in each of the Hubs allows for switching
of any user to any segment. Referring to Figure 4, the Hub with
stations 12, 15, and 16, can individually connect any of these three
stations to segment-a, segment-b, or segment-c. The connections are
accomplished through the software management tools. The segment
switch network also reduces the number of topology levels that a
message must traverse if you compare to Figure 3. Sending a
message between station 6 and station 16 goes through only two
levels, where it used to take 4 levels. This reduces the latency
between stations on the LAN.
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segment-a
segment-b
segment-c
node
Figure 4: Port-mobility HUBs that can Switch Segments
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Segment Switch Designs Boosts LAN Bandwidth
Designing a segment switch is relatively straightforward once you
understand switch architecture. A typical segment switch consists of
several functions: a processor, Dynamic Random Access Memory
(DRAM), a Medium Access Control (MAC), Repeater Core, switch
matrix (FPGA Switch), combined with supporting logic.
Backplane Segments
Processo
1----'--1
Interface
DRAM
20MB
Repeater Repeater Repeater Repeater
•••
XCVR XCVR XCVR XCVR
Repeater Repeater
XCVR XCVR
Figure 5: Segment Switch Design
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As you approach a switch design, remember that cost is imperative
with the end customer. The customer will demand a low per-port price
despite the fact that the switch improves performance. Many
customers for segment switches are moving up from nonintelligent
hubs or simple coax-based LANs, and any incremental cost will be
scrutinized closely.
Per-port segmenting and virtual LANs
Newer VLSIICs, however, now make per-port segmenting or micro-
segmenting most feasible. To drive the price per port down companies
have introduced ICs that support multiple channels including a
repeater dedicated to each channel. These developments have led
segment-switching proponents to coin a new term --virtual LANs --
describing the ability to connect any user to a dedicated LAN segment
on an ad hoc basis. The users connected to each segment have
access to reserved bandwidth by being physically switched onto the
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segment. Should the organization change, the administrator can
remotely and logically reconfigure the segments.
To offer vLAN functionality, your segment switch design first requires
the ability to individually switch any port to any segment. Early
segment switches only supported group switching capabilities -- the
ability to switch a group of 4 to 8 ports to one of several segments. But
dynamic organizations require switching on a per-port basis.
Design Keys
The key to cost effective designs is twofold. First, integration made
possible through specialized LAN switch ICs can lower the cost of
goods and material. Second, a scaleable architecture can allow you to
offer feature/price tradeoffs.
The baseline segment switch concept as depicted previously in Figure
5, depends on breaking the enterprise wide LAN into segments that
are in turn connected by a bridge/router (brouter). The network
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administrator must connect nodes to segments in a way that most
traffic on each segment is local to the segment. The localization of
traffic ensures that the traffic on one segment rarely causes collisions
on other segments and that traffic through a brouter is minimal.
Cost Advantages of Segment Switches
Segment switches promise lower per-port cost than other types of
switches such as frame switches because the former does not require
a MAC Ie on every port. Instead, the MAC addressing capability is
centralized in the switch matrix to handle the routing across segments.
Moreover, no exotic switching engine is required in a segment switch.
Looking back, the only roadblock to low-cost segment switch designs
was the lack of VLSI devices with sufficiently high levels of system
integration (18).
Low-cost segment switches simply require transceivers and repeaters
that are partitioned and packaged specifically for a segment switching
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architecture. The ICs targeted at workstations and non-intelligent hubs
simply aren't cost effective due to their complexity. Other requirements
include support for network management, and some type of switching
device.
Remotely controllable switches made remote management and
configuration of a segmented LAN possible. The earliest segment
switches, however, still had limitations. For example, the cost of the
repeaters that broadcast an ethernet packet across the shared media
made it impractical to handle the segment switching on a per-port
basis. Instead, a group of four or more nodes would be multiplexed.
through a single repeater making segmenting possible on a small
group basis. Technology improvements in VLSI has provided
inexpensive off the shelf components that make per port segment
switching feasible.
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Segment Switching Ie Devices
With VLSI devices that can provide a repeater and transceiver
dedicated to each user, the switch designer must still provide some
type of matrix switch. Such a switch has been traditionally
implemented in an ASIC which drives up the design cost.
Data path switching is the key function of any switching device, and
the implementation provides not just data path switching, but collision
detection, and address decoding.
Microprocessor and Memory
Once you have solved the front end interface and switching design
problems, the rest of the design is similar to any processor-based
project. Strictly speaking, a segment switch doesn't have to have a
microprocessor, but such a design would not be reconfigurable. You
would probably only consider offering a nonintelligent switch as an
entry-level product that could be upgraded later.
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The choice of processor depends on how many ports and segments
that your design will support. An 8-bit microcontroller would be
sufficient for a simple 12-port, 4-segment switch. Designs can range to
hundreds of ports, however. Such designs could require a 16-bit
microprocessor such as a member of the 68k or x86 family, but
certainly not a high-end RiSe processor like frame-switch designs
often use.
Segment switches don't require a high-performance processor
because the processor only serves to configure the switch, gather
statistics, and communicate with a network master station. The
processor in a segment switch doesn't perform any real-time data
manipulation role.
Segment switches also require relatively small memory subsystems
because no network data is buffered or stored. In fact 32 to 64 Kbytes
of DRAM will suffice in most applications to store code for the
processor, configuration, and statistics.
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Frame Switching Alleviates Bottlenecks
Frame switching was the first Ethernet switching technology and was
introduced by Kalpana and others in 1990 [14]. In a frame switching
environment, each workstation or node connects directly to one port of
the switch. The workstation Ethernet interface operates just as if it
were connected to a shared-media 10BaseT topology, except, the
dedicated switch port eliminates collisions. The workstation node can
broadcast a data frame anytime it is ready.
In the frame switch, the switch port is responsible for receiving the
data frame and sending the frame to the appropriate destination node
much like a multiport router. Individually addressed small packets of
data are interleaved on a transmission path with other similarly
addressed packets (see Figure 6). At the far end the data messages
are reconstructed. Each port of the frame switch, therefore, must
integrate MAC layer functionality because the port must be capable of
examining the incoming frame and extracting the destination address.
The standards are X.25, frame-relay, and newest is cell-relay.
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I Preamble ~ Length I LLC+Pad I:::E£:[]
(See the glossary for definitions of SFD, DA, SA, LLC, and FCS.)
Figure 6: Ethernet Frame Descriptor
Frame switching can be used at the workgroup (desktop) level or in
the backbone. Workgroups can employ frame switching to speed up
access to shared resources for specific applications. When a switch is
used in the backbone, it can alleviate bottlenecks to Wide Area
Networks (WAN) promoting remote access and guaranteed bandwidth.
A real example of this is described where a Wall Street securities
trading company improved its transaction processing time from 0.33
seconds to 0.16 seconds[15].
LAN switches perform their switching magic using shared memory
arrays as opposed to the shared-bus architecture that bridges and
routers user. The switch eliminates collisions by caching the ethernet
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packets and routing them one-by-one out into the network. The result
is a higher periorming internetwork connection with low latency,
concurrent communication channels, and a very high throughput on all
ports connected to the switch. By interconnecting LAN switches within
a campus or building, a distributed collapsed backbone topology may
be created.
Manufacturing
Design
Backbone
Warehouse
Sales Office ~ sw
Figure 7: Collapsed Backbone using Switches
The distributed collapsed backbone allows LANs in different buildings
separated by some distance to work together as if they were running
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side-by-side. All resources and users can be configured to have
common access to all LANs. The information distributed on the
network can be easily shared or communicated between the buildings
in Figure 7 to keep design, sales, manufacturing, and the warehouse
synchronized and informed. The network administrator configures the
network operating system so that automatically the LANs work
together. It is invisible to the users as to where their applications and
files are located when resources are shared like this.
Designing a Frame Switch
From a pure performance point of view frame switches are quite
compelling to network administrators, but the switches cost too much
for many installations. Luckily, VLSI developments are also bringing
down the cost of designing a frame switch. Comparisons have been
documented for different switch architectures [16].
Two characteristics of frame switches drive cost up. First, each port of
a frame switch must integrate MAC (media access control) layer
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functionality because the port must be capable of examining the
incoming frame and extracting the destination address. Second, the
switching engine that creates virtual circuits is costly to implement. It
is important to note that there are ample transceiver ICs available in
the marketplace.
The problem of MAC functionality in each port is lessening in
significance with recent silicon announcements. Frame switches
typically use either a software- or hardware-based, data-forwarding
scheme.
In software-centric designs, high-end RISC processors, a fast
backplane, and many megabytes of memory are necessary to forward
frames at wire speed. And network administrators have made it clear
that wire-speed is a requirement of frame switches. Hardware-centric
designs can avoid the high cost of memory and processors by using
state machines to handle data forwarding. Such designs still don't
answer the cost issue, however because the complex state machines
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must be implemented in Application Specific ICs (ASICs). And until
sales volumes increase substantially, the ASICs will keep prices high.
Still, with higher levels of integration available for the port interface,
you can drive the cost of frame switches down substantially. Per-port
prices in the $200 range are becoming common where a year ago the
price was three to four times higher.
Frame switches use several techniques to move a packet along to the
destination. The most common method is called store-and-forward. In
a store-and-forward switch, the port receives the entire incoming
frame, checks the frame for errors, extracts the destination address,
and forwards the packet to the destination node.
To eliminate the latency of waiting for the entire packet to arrive before
forwarding the frame, some vendors implement a cut-through
technology (Figure 8). Essentially, the frame switch extracts the
destination address from the header of the frame and begins the
forward operation immediately. While this technique reduces latency,
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it can result in the transmission of an error-laden frame. The efficiency
of this switching technique is suited better to applications where
smaller packet are typically sent and the given protocol does not
usually burst transmissions.
Backplane
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1 r
ASIC Switch
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, ..
MAC MAC MAC
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, r
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XCVR XCVR XCVR XCVR XCVR XCVR
Figure 8: Frame Switch Cut-Through Architecture
Some products support hybrid switching, where switches dynamically
adapt between the two modes. This offers you the best of both worlds.
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For example, once a threshold of frames that have errors is crossed
the mode would deploy store-and-forward. A software approach can
increase the flexibility to acquire a versatile LAN [17].
Frame Switching Ie Devices
VLSI devices can provide highly integrated powerful MACs and
transceivers (PHYs) dedicated to each port, and network management
for Remote MONitoring (RMON) statistics gathering. The switch
designer must still provide some type of matrix switch to handle
random packets [18]. Such a switch has been traditionally
implemented in an ASIC which drives up the design cost or by using a
Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) IC. Now these devices are
available off the shelf as standard products [19].
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Microprocessor and Memory
Regardless of the frame-forwarding scheme, all frame switches share
the same basic set of features and characteristics. The key feature of
the switches is the ability to add LAN capacity by adding ports without
degrading performance as long as the bandwidth of the switch isn't
exceeded. The frame switches typically use RISC processors, a fast
backplane, and a large shared-memory array to process packets.
Conceptually, a LAN switch functions much like a multipart bridge,
using port-switching assigning ports to intelligent backplanes under
software control.
The most significant drawback of frame switches is cost. The 32 bit
RISC processors and memory arrays (1 M-2M SRAM), and the need
for a MAC in every port make the switches relatively expensive -- too
35
expensive for many mainstream LANs.
Backplane
r
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Figure 9: Frame Switch Store-Forward Architecture
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Network Switch Management
Configuration and management of a switch can be handled in two
ways. Less-capable designs can implement a serial port though which
a network administrator can download configuration information. Such
a scheme is referred to as out-of-band management meaning that
configuration information is not transmitted as part of the normal
network data flow. Designing an out-of-band switch can be a very low-
cost proposition because in many cases the necessary serial port is
integrated on the microprocessor.
A more popular, and more costly approach, is to implement in-band
management and configuration. In-band management means that a
network administrator can send configuration data from a master
workstation over the network rather than having to physically connect
to the switch.
Most in-band management schemes relay on Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) management frames to carry
37
configuration information. To receive and process SNMP frames, your
design will require a MAC IC that can decode the frames. Such ICs
are available from a number of vendors.
Switch by design support VLAN
A switch by implementation can control broadcast domains, the
availability of resources, provide remote access interfaces, and
increase bandwidth. Broadcast domains are established to first set up
the logical LAN. The switch controls what station can talk to what
station(s). Resources are made available across one or more LANs to
provide certain capabilities and share information.
A WAN connection is provided to gain access to the network from a
remote site. Finally, the data throughput of the LAN is improved since
the switch removes the collisions and frees up the user by caching or
immediately forwarding the message at wire speed. These four
features of a vLAN can be provided via hardware or software
configuration techniques.
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Network Management Tools
The trend in network management seems to be one where the
complexity of managing the network is being replaced by intuitive,
easy-to-use graphics-based front-end systems. Present day network
management systems like SNMP use their drag-and-drop graphics-
based front ends to change network configurations and manage
network devices. For instance, some network management
applications have the ability to launch seven-layer protocol analysis on
a specific network element, intelligent hub or router, simply by
dragging that element to the monitor button.
The next generation of network management systems will provide
some level of artificial intelligence or rules-based implementation. This
type of functionality will facilitate the definition and allocations of
network bandwidth and access to services based on policies
surrounding Virtual LAN, administration and membership [20].
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Referring back to Figure 3, imagine the user at node 3, who requires
access to the System Simulation Test Bed server which is installed on
node 15. The user at node 3 needs are characterized by high
bandwidth for large file transfers. To establish this connection, the
network manager simply instructs the network management system to
create a path from the user's workstation to the System Simulation
VLAN which has access to node 15. The policy and niles-based
engines [14] understand that System Simulation users require high
bandwidth and it connects the users workstation to a high bandwidth
backplane within the intelligent switch. The intelligent Ethernet adapter
in the user's workstation senses the Fast Ethernet network and
reconfigures itself for Fast Ethernet connectivity. All of this is ..
transparent to the user.
The goal is to provide transparent, seamless connectivity regardless
of where the network element resides. The ongoing role of the network
management system is to facilitate this vision by masking the technical
complexities of the network and offering the user intuitive, easy to use
graphics-based front end systems.
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Remote Monitoring
When the backbone LAN disappears inside the backplane of the
switch, traditional user of analyzers also becomes problematic. Most
vendors have or will have a "port-mirroring" facility that will let a
network manager command the switch to direct a copy of all traffic on
a given port to a passive monitoring port. A traditional network
analyzer can then be connected to this port to observe the traffic on
the LAN [21].
You will likely need to support other network management standards
such as RMON in a robust switch design. RMON capabilities can help
the network manager optimally segment the enterprise-wide LAN
based on real traffic patterns. RMON is a standard that provides
instructions for gathering statistical performance (# of packets, # of
collisions, etc.) and defines how to setup the data using a
Management Information Block (MIS) format.
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RMON support can increase the workload of the microprocessor
substantially unless the segment-switch can assist with the task. All of
these functions are linked into each repeater channel and provide the
basis through which a switch vendor can offer robust network
management capabilities. A microprocessor interface allows the local
CPU to monitor and configure each port on the fly. Currently, ICs are
on the market to help gather the RMON statistics.
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Scaleability
To target the broadest possible market with your switch design, you
should try and develop a scaleable architecture. A market certainly
exists for a standalone segment switch with say 12 ports and 4
segments. You could implement such a design on a single circuit
board and offer it as an entry level product. More complex switches
should feature a modular expandable design. Frame switches are by-
design scaleable, since each port is dedicated to a user and
backplane bandwidth. As you increase the number of ports, you
directly increase the network bandwidth.
A popular way to modularize a design is to implement the processor
and memory on one circuit card, and develop 12-port, 4-segment
switch cards that plug into a backplane. In this way, the customer can
even expand the switch after it has been installed.
From the low-level design perspective, modularity and expandability
require that you design the switch cards so that they can be cascaded.
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One way to offer scaleability is by choosing VLSI switching devices
that are cascadable. Designers, for example, can cascade ICs to
design switch segment hubs supporting more than 12 ports. A 4-bit
chip 10 actually allows for expansion to 192 ports. This port expansion
can be done because the 4 bit id register in the switch can distinguish
each of the four ports in each IC and there can be up to three of these
ICs in one hub. The top hub of the network can have 12 ports, and
cascade to 12 lower level hubs. This increases the number of ports to
48 at the second level of hierarchy. Then if each of the 48 ports has
another 12 port hub hanging off each of their ports, then the third level
has a possible total of 192 ports. Moreover, the ICs also includes
provisions to support more than four segments when cascaded.
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Realized Costs
Using the design techniques described here, you can develop robust
segment switches that cost well under $100 per port. And if off-the-
shelf standard VLSI products are used a $50 per port cost isn't out of
the question. Conversely, frame switches cost $200 per port for low-
end products and some can range to $600 per port. This range
depends on whether a software centric or hardware centric design is
constructed.
To maximize the per port costs usually a company such as 3COM,
BayNetworks, or Cabletron will develop a line of products from a low-
end of performance and capabilities to a high-end product offering the
top-of-the-line features. These products will be based on a particular
VLSI chipset. The development teams for different projects can benefit
efforts to get their products to market faster. The per port costs will
decline since the volume of VLSI chipsets has increased in support of
the full line of networking products.
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The cost differential between segment and frame switches ensures
that segment switches will enjoy a bright future. In fact, lets look at
how segment switches and frame switches can work quite well
together.
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Network Design for Best of Both Worlds
In larger enterprise-wide LANs, cost-effective port-switch front end
LANs can be connected to frame switches and to backbone networks
including WANs, ATM, and FDDI. The enterprise still realizes low per-
port costs and connected users have access to both the bandwidth
advantages of frame switches and the wide-area connectivity afforded
by a backbone network [17,22].
For the most part, todays user needs increased network bandwidth
without immediately sacrificing the legacy LAN equipment all ready in
place. It is necessary to help network administrators migrate portions
of their LAN easily while maintaining operations. It is impractical to
believe a entirely new network could be installed without some
downtime, therefore, a segmented upgrade to higher bandwidth is
necessary. I propose that this can be accomplished by using what II II
coin a Unified LAN design (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Unified LAN
As you can see, the LAN backbone disappears inside the switches.
Therefore the design of the backbone switches must support RMON
so that the network data can be properly managed. The Legacy LAN
CSMAlCD protocol is supported by all switches and hubs. The
switches increase in per port cost starting with SW1 and going across
to SW4. The low-end switch runs around $60/per port and the high-
end switch is around $300/per port.
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Legacy LAN
Switch number 1 (SW1) connects existing 10 Base-T shared hubs
networks with a high-speed backbone network. The users off of SW1
will see a performance improvement on information sent in and out of
SW1 to the rest of the network. No performance improvement will be
within the shared hubs network beneath SW1. Obviously, this doesn't
improve the bandwidth problem substantially. However, the two Hubs
don't lose performance having to retransmit since no collisions can
occur with SW1. The main intent of this portion of the network is to
accommodate the large population of Legacy LANs in existence.
Shared 100 MB Workgroup
SW2 is designed to have a 100 BaseT port to support the 100 BaseT
shared media Hub. The switch also provides two users with dedicated
10 BaseT ports. Both shared (users connected to the Hub) and
switched ports have increased bandwidth, since the shared network
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only has 3 users each theoretically (barring any collisions) obtaining a
third of 100 Mbps total bandwidth.
The applications for SW2 are networks where a 100 BaseT shared
workgroup might be combined with a 10 BaseT switched ports is
where you might have a couple of managers needing some
communication access to the workgroup, but lots of access to the rest
of the network. The users in the 100 MB shared workgroup
occasionally need to access information outside of their organization,
but more commonly talk amongst themselves.
High Speed Servers
The 10 BaseT user on SW3 has immediate data accessibility through
the 100 BaseT servers. The servers are also available to all other
portions of the enterprise LAN with minimal delay due to the high
performance backbone. Of course, SW3 similar to SW2 has both
10/100 BaseT ports for switched ethernet only. Servers connected
directly to a frame switch can double their overall performance
capabilities [23].
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High Speed Workgroup
The last LAN side switch, SW4, is for the intense utilization users.
Each of the three users has a full 100 Mbps bandwidth via SW4. The
workgroup requires large file sharing and distributed computing
resources. Real-time information processing for banks connected to
hundreds of automatic teller machines, this type of interface to a WAN
switch is required. Another application could be an engineering firm,
that requires remote site access to a featured software tool residing at
one of the three stations. The offsite connection is made via the WAN,
through the backbone SW.
WAN Interface
ATM, FOOl, ISDN, and T1 interfaces to WAN can be routed to through
the Backbone Switch. The switches on both the LAN and WAN sides
speed up the normally slow routing process by forwarding on the
information at wire speeds and eliminating the collisions. All the
switches maximize the data transfer at the intricate routing points,
keeping the maximum network throughput at its peak.
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The WAN connection is simplified through the backbone switch since
networking statistics can be remotely monitored. When ATM takes off,
additional ports can be expanded into the backbone switch. Providing
increased bandwidth to the internet and remote offices.
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Conclusion
"In terms of performance, there is no 'best' LAN for all possible
circumstances. When it comes to choosing a LAN for a particular
application, there may indeed be other factors which are more
fundamental in determining which LAN to use." The enterprise network
must feasibly provide access to general use, not a specific application
[24].
Switched networks are fast becoming the predominate technology to
connect users to networks [25]. The instant bandwidth benefits,
minimal disruption to the existing network and the ability to maintain
existing network infrastructures, all contribute to the fast growth and
acceptance of switches into mainstream networking. Switches and
intelligent hubs enable networks to become virtual networks, which are
flexible in routing traffic in response to congestion patterns. The next
generation LAN is a unified interconnection of switching components
that allow for legacy shared with switching at 10 or 100 Mbps.
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These switches deliver bandwidth in a dedicated or shared mode,
meaning the port's bandwidth can be delivered to single or multiple
users who are connected to the switch through traditional ethernet or
token-ring hubs.
10/100 Adapter cards are selling and switch per port cost are com ing
down due to VLSI chips. Drastic upgrades down to the desktop are too
costly. To remedy this the 10/100 Mbps Adapter cards are now
marketed as buy 10 and get 100 Mbps for free. Many are buying these
adapter cards today with the intention of expanding to 100 Mbps in the
future. This blocks 100VG-AnyLAN and solidifies 10/100 BaseT
switching market.
ATM technology is still in its infancy, and at this early stage of
development, it violates all four of the LAN administrators' golden
rules: it requires new adapter cards for desktops, servers, and hubs,
as well as a complete change in network paradigm. In addition, it's still
quite expensive and carries serious risks. There are attempts going on
in standard committees to have a Legacy LAN emulator to support
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existing LANs. It still needs to be defined and prototyped to complete
the feasibility. People are most concerned about the performance
degradation due to the software emulator interface.
As a result, corporations will continue to use and upgrade frame-
bas~d options like switched ethernet and relegate ATM to a minor role
in backbone networks for the next 8 years.
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Glossary
100 Base-TX
100 VG-AnyLAN
Asynchronous Transfer
Mode
bandwidth
bridge
Carrier Sense MUltiple
Access with Collision
Detection
coax cable
collision
cut-through
DA
FCS
LLC
Mbps
packet-switching
router
routing table
standard for Fast Ethernet, IEEE 802.3 uses CSMAlCD
standard for Fast Ethernet and Token-Ring, IEEE 802.12 uses
demand priority
(ATM) A cell sWitching technique using the cell relay method
of transmission; a cell is 53-bytes long containing a header
field for routing and data.
the rate at which data can be transmitted through the circuit
passes data without examination between LANs or between
LANs and WANs
(CSMAlCD) a technique for sensing simultaneous
transmission that cause collisions and prOViding for
retransmission
consisting of an outer conductor surrounding an inner
conductors with a layer of insulating material in between
overlapping transmissions that interfere with one another, this
occurs when two devices try to communicate at or about the
same instant
in switching, where once the connection is made the
datastream is continuous; the switch does not wait for the
entire message to arrive before forwarding, nor does it split it
into separate packets.
Destination Address, a field in a message header that
contains the address of the receiving station
Frame Check Sequence, the bit for end of frame checking
Logical Link Contol, OSI model layer 2
basic unit of measurement for serial data transmission
capacity Mega bits per second
network designed to carry and route information that is
contained in a small specifically defined data and control bit
patterns
a devices that examines data and finds the best route for it
between sender and receiver
table associated with a network node that states for each
message (or packet) the destination the preferred outgoing
link that the message should use
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SA
scalability
SFD
Simple Network
Management Protocol
source routing
stackable hub
star network
station
store-forward
tOken-passing
token-ring
twisted pair
voice grade
Wide Area Network
Source Address, the address from the orginating node
the capability of re-using the same hardware design or
software module to increase the performance and/or
expandability of the network
Start Frame Delimiter, a byte to signal the start of information
ie. 10101011
SNMP, a protocol recommended by the IETF for managing
TCP/IP networks, intenetworked LANs, and packet switched
networks
technique used in LANs in which the source of the frame
specifies the route that the frame has to follow; the source
furnishes a routing information field that designates the entire
route to the destination
a type of network hub that may be stacked one on another to
provide multiple access the backbone for many LAN
segments without the expense of a modular chassis
a network topology in which each station is connected only to
a central station by a point-to-point link, and communicates
with all other stations through the central station
one of the input or output points of a communications system
(Le. printer, server, pc, workstation, fax, etc.)
the process of accepting a message or packet on a
communications pathway, retaining it in memory, and
retransmitting it to the next station
a local area network access technique in which participating
stations circulate a special bit pattern that grants access to the
communications pathway to any station that holds the
sequence; often used in networks with a ring topology
a local network access mechanism and topology in which a
supervisory frame or token is passed from station to station in
sequential order. Stations wishing to gain access to the
network must wait for the token to arrive before transmitting
data
two insulated copper wire twisted together but not covered
with an outer sheath
telecommunications link with a bandwidth about 3 KHz
appropriate to an audio telephone line
WAN, a network that covers a larger geographic area than a
single worksite or metropolitan area (MAN)
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